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Just as Paul Klee famously took a line for a walk,
guitarist and composer Samuel Hällkvist likes to take
melodies and rhythm on inspirational journeys to
create music that is as dazzling as it is compelling.
Recorded in Tokyo, Halmstad, Gothenburg,
Copenhagen, New York, Paris & Malmö between
March 2015 and January 2017, Hällkvist’s music
embraces swirling electronica, big grooves saturated
with squalling lead guitar, dreamy sojourns, febrile
electro-acoustic explorations, free-form improvisation
and incendiary flashes of stirring themes, unsettling
noir-ish soundtracks and anthemic post-rock
landscapes.
An international cast of twelve performers joins the
Danish-based guitarist as Variety Of Rhythm continues
the momentum begun with 2012‘s Variety of Loud
and 2015‘s Variety of Live with a continuous suite
that blends intense combinations of textures, tonal
colour, breathtaking dynamics and organic interactions.
Variety Of Rhythm is an important release from a
musician who is rapidly gaining a considerable
reputation as a player of quality and taste. Though
he’s far too modest to mention it himself, Samuel
Hällkvist’s technical prowess and strong melodic
instincts have placed him alongside some of the very
best players around the world from a wide variety of
backgrounds.
For example, Dick Lövgren of extreme metal band
Meshuggah added his distinctive touch while, legendary American guitarist and sonic explorer, David
Torn who produced Samuel’s 2016 release, Days Are
Not Days was also keen to guest on the new album.
Samuel’s unconventional approach to processing
his guitar has gained him many admirers including
ex-Japan keyboard player and synthesist Richard
Barbieri. “I like the way Samuel ‘mangles’ his guitar
sounds to produce the weirdest textures and glitches. His playing is always tasteful and integrated into
the song - there's no showiness or overplaying,”
says Barbieri who contributed to Hällkvist’s 2015‘s,
Variety Of Live.

Across Variety of Rhythm’s 45-minute duration
Hällkvist fashions a narrative that places bold,
contrasting themes that slip smoothly between
formal composition and extended variations through
to speculative improvisations. With each section,
the album resonates with the contributions of his
collaborators which are crafted into exquisitely
sculpted sounds and textures.
Happiest, when embedded within an ambitious
ensemble that relishes the chance push beyond the
perimeters of jazz and rock, at the centre of Variety
Of Rhythm, is a gifted player who isn’t merely content to play what already exists. Inspired and restlessly
inquisitive, Samuel Hällkvist’s plays what’s waiting to
be heard.
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Dick Lövgren, bass
David Torn, guitar
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Kumiko Takara, perc
Qarin Wikström, voice
Knut Finsrud, drums
Paulo Chagas, sax
Silvia Corda, misc
Adriano Orru, bass
Katrine Amsler, edit, sound design, programming
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